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The Shiant islands, situated in the Minch, between the north coast of Skye and the Isle 
of Lewis, were formed by the result of volcanic activity around 60 million years ago. 
The tectonic plates hosting Greenland and Scotland separated, in effect creating the
Atlantic. They are a highly impactful and extraordinary spectacle, rising out of the sea
with cliffs up to 500 feet high–stark and strange basaltic columnar extrusions, pounded
by the endless tides and Atlantic gales. 

As Adam Nicolson notes, ‘For three years after seeing these rocks, she [Jill McManners]
could not bring herself to paint them.’1 It’s clear that this gap was necessary because 
the process of absorption was a long one. McManners had previously dealt with Hebri -
dean landscapes but these were a more traditional treatment. A different strategy was
clearly necessary to deal with the emotional, physical and visual impact of these islands.
The sheer phenomenal presence of the Shiants demanded a more considered and, ulti-
mately, meticulous response.

Between 1813 and 1823, the artist and printmaker, William Daniell, RA (1769–1837)
undertook a series of journeys around the coast of the British Isles, making sketches 
and watercolours, which were published in eight volumes, by Longmans, under the 
title AVoyage Round Great Britain,2 between 1814 and 1825. Daniell worked in situ, 
en plein air, making pencil sketches, which he annotated with details of colour and 
texture. In his studio in London, Daniell then combined this information into 
a finished aquatint. In all 308 prints were included in the series.
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Blow Hole, 2016 (detail), Cat No.3



Near view of one of the Shiant Isles, drawn and engraved by William Daniell (Kingston upon Thames 1769–1837 London)  
R.Ayton & W. Daniell, ‘AVoyage Round Great Britain’, Longmans, London 1819

aquatint on paper, image dimensions 162 x 241mm  ©Tate, London 2016



It is worth remembering that Daniell’s extraordinary topographical accuracy preceded the
invention of photography by only a few years. It could be argued that such a detailed,
mimetic approach anticipated the possibility of the true indices of reality that photography
offered. There is an inherent and mysterious relationship between photography and time.
Two centuries separate the imagery created by these two artists; two centuries in which an
unparalleled transformation in every aspect of human thought, technological progress and
scientific understanding has taken place. For example, in 1815, when Daniell first saw the
islands, the theories of deep time and geological time, proposed by pioneering Scottish geolo-
gist James Hutton (1726–1797) had not gained universal acceptance. The idea of biblical
time–the idea that the Earth was around 4,000 years old–was still widely held. The evidence
regarding Daniell’s own beliefs and geological understanding is scant, but we can assume 
the way that he understood how the Shiant Isles were formed and their attendant age must
have differed enormously from a contemporary understanding. 

The question is, how do such momentous changes in perspective and understanding mani-
fest themselves in how McManners approaches her subject? Despite the apparently ‘timeless’
quality of its subject matter, its context, genesis and perspective is exclusively contemporary.

The titles of these complex, generally large, works may give us one inroad into McManners’
thinking. Under the Edge, Edging in and Out, Cutting Edge, Edging Around, Keeping their
Heads above the Water, Critical Mass, Critical Force, Critical Point, Blast Off, Crisis and 
Blown Away differ markedly from Daniell’s bald, topographical nomenclature. These titles
are delib erately suggestive, metaphorical, multilayered, ambiguous. They have an equiva-
lence to the imagery itself. For the majority of McManners’ images are, paradoxically, not
located in any specific geography. These are not portraits of a series of islands; they are, rather,
essays in complexity, abstraction, colour, form, tone, and texture. They marvel at time and
recognise the temporal and physical scale of the processes that created the forms they depict.

Blast Off, 2016 (detail), Cat No.2



Part of the Northern face of one of the Shiant Isles, drawn and engraved by William Daniell (Kingston upon Thames 1769–1837 London)  
R.Ayton & W. Daniell, ‘AVoyage Round Great Britain’, Longmans, London 1819

aquatint on paper, image dimensions 162 x 241mm  ©Tate, London 2016



Daniell’s work presents a place scaled and ‘understood’, confidently conquered and appro-
priated, as one might expect, given the then predominant Enlightenment attitude to nature.
McManners’ imagery seems to define the mystery and depth of something both abstract 
and physical. McManners provides no objects such as human figures, boats, birds or other
wild life with which to scale her intensive, vibrant abstractions; there is no sky, no cloud 
and no weather, only the original tone of the heavy paper, which is left as ‘blank’, thereby 
signalling the artifice of her composition. The sea, where is appears, is depicted, mainly, 
as a thin blue margin, at the bottom edge of her compositions.

Writing earlier about McManners’ I noted that ‘[she] shows how tides, climate and botany 
all affect these extraordinary sculptural forms, which soar and heave out of the Atlantic deep
like cathedrals of time’.3

I did not consider it then but I now realise how telling was the phrase ‘cathedrals of time,’ 
for there are parallels in McManners’ working methods and the processes involved in stained
glass. She employs a similarly painstaking methodology. This usually starts with a photo-
graph from which a full-sized drawing is made. The main compositional elements are then
transferred, via drawing, by eye, to a sheet of thick tracing paper, which is marked on both
sides with a pencil line. Working on one side of the tracing paper with a pencil, McManners
then transfers the line to sheets of brown paper tape (these sheets are made by joining three
sections of tape together). Once the line is visible on the tape–chosen after a long process 
of trial and error because it is impermeable to water–various incisions are made along the
pencil lines, using a scalpel which makes a clean cut through the tape; the scalpel cut is then
extended by hand-tearing. McManners terms these partially cut-out shapes as a ‘stencil’. 
The section or ‘page’ is then placed on top of thick, 600 gsm, Fabriano Esportazione paper. 
At this point, McManners begins to apply paint.

Critical Force, 2016 (detail), Cat No.18





Once an initial mark has been transferred via the stencil process, McManners then uses this
as the basis for further painting. A careful examination of her paint marking reveals a highly
detailed, layered construction, akin to the stained glass process. It reveals that she has gone 
to great lengths to understand and depict the underlying structure of the geological forma-
tions she represents. Basalt is formed deep in the earth crust and the columnar crystalline
structure is the result of slow cooling. Here McManners focuses of each columnar element 
in an effort to capture its nuanced and individual character. It is almost as if each angular
component were itself a section of glass, placed within the overall holding structure, 
or window, of the painted composition. 

As mentioned, McManners’ work is neither necessarily topographical nor especially literal.
These images can be taken as meditations on time itself. The time taken to produce one 
of these works (around three months) is a tribute to understanding the mystery of time and
the vast geological timescales involved in the formation of these islands. A photograph may,
initially, capture an indexical image, but a painting, formed over months, may capture some-
thing deeper and more complex, for it includes the particular sensibility of the artist.

Like a symphony or the parts of a complex poem, these paintings work together as a whole,
creating impressions and emotion. They do what art is supposed to do: intervene between
external reality and the imagination, communicating to an audience the intense feelings 
of an artist in thrall to the complexity and wonder of the universe.

Giles Sutherland

note s

1 www.jillmcmanners.com/about/critique
2 Daniell’s series was in the possession of Sir Compton Mackenzie OBE (1883–1972) who was the owner of the 

Shiant Isles from 1925 to 1937. With thanks to George Sutherland, who worked for Mackenzie during the 1950s.
3 Giles Sutherland, ‘Emotion erupts from 60 million volcanic years on Shiant Isles’, The Times, 26 April, 2016

Facing: Back to Black, 2016 (detail), Cat No.6        right: Volcanic Vertebrae, 2016 (detail), Cat No.15



blown away 2016
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.1

ov e r l e a f  

blast off 2016
watercolour on paper, 70 x 200 cm
cat no.2









blow hole 2016
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.3





firepower 2016
watercolour on paper, 100 x 70 cm
cat no.4



cat no.5  fireworks 2016, watercolour on paper, 70 x 100 cm



back to black 2015
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.6





under the edge 2014, watercolour on paper, 50 x 70 cm, cat no.7



edging around 2014, watercolour on paper, 70 x100 cm. cat no.8



edging in and out 2014
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.9







THE GALTAS



Galtas: Small Sea of Crises 2015
watercolour on paper, 24 x 70 cm
cat no.10



Galtas: Sea of tranquility 2015
watercolour on paper, 24 x 70 cm

cat no.11



the dark side of the galtas 2013
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.12





cutting edge 2015
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.13





cinder 2014
watercolour on paper, 50 x 70 cm
cat no.14

Volcanic Vertebrae 2014
watercolour on paper, 50 x 100 cm
cat no.15



Crisis 2014
watercolour on paper, 50 x 70 cm
cat no.16



critical point 2015, watercolour on paper, 70 x 100 cm, cat no.17



critical force 2015, watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm, cat no.18



critical mass 2014
watercolour on paper, 70 x 150 cm
cat no.19





Galtas: Sea of Crises 2015
watercolour on paper, diptych, 50 x 288 cm
cat no.20
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Shiant  Is lands

Galta Mor
G a l t a c h e a n

Galta Beag



It is three years since I exhibited Basalt, the group of large water-
colours which took me seven years to bring together. Now, there 
are nineteen new paintings. 

On Garbh Eilean there is the Bidean a’Roimh headland. In the 
past I painted its natural arch and pillar as they were the focal point 
of a first visit. Subsequent visits to the islands revealed the impossible
compli ca  tions of the surrounding rocks and a desire to paint them 
in a more detailed, yet powerful, way. The viewer may hopefully
understand the complexity as well as the pattern and forms in the
rocks, so I do not present a totally abstract picture.

Sailing closely along this headland, the first in this series, is Blast Off
which slowly reveals the incredible ‘eye of the storm’ detail that is the
focal point of the volcanic energy in this cliff face. Blow Hole moves
further past and the strange, dome-like, expansion can be seen at sea
level. Blown Away reveals the extent of the overhang that creates such
a dramatic rock face. This painting shows very clearly the different
sills that make up this part of the island.

I move on to the cliffs just before Stocanais where the vertical inden-
tations are as deep as a gunnera or rhubarb leaf. Edging around in
these dark, dripping, claustrophobic, heights you need a very calm
and windless sea.

Getting near the Galtachan rocks is very difficult as the tide streams
through at a great pace. They are remarkably splintered and blasted
by the weather. The biggest, Galta Mor, is at the most westerly point.
The Dark Side of the Galtas No.1 I painted in 2013 but I include it
here because it is the full-frontal version of Cutting Edge, 2015, with
its many sharp angled cliffs. On the southern side of Galta Mor is the
Basalt: Bristled watercolour of 2009. In these three pictures you get 
a round trip of Galta Mor. 

Volcanic Vertebrae and Cinder are island stacks of charcoal bound
together. Blackened by the heat of the basalt intrusions, their only life
seems to be the encrusted top layer of barnacles, lichens and guano.
The sea pinks struggle to get a hold on the smallest of ledges. 

At the end of the Galthchan nearest to Garbh Eilean is Galta Beag.
This is Critical Mass with its towering cliff face seen from the north.
Moving back west along the line of the Galthchan you see the west-
erly aspect of Galta Beag which is Critical Force, with all its waving,
serpentine, lines of rock. Critical Point comes into view briefly, 
as part of the sheer façade of Cinder, a stark burnt out contrast 
to the other undulating sides of this island.

J McM

FROM GARBH EILEAN TO GALTA MOR
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As always thanks to DPW, Alexander,Thomas and Wilfred for all their support

facing Critical point (detail), 2015, Cat No.17







facing Firepower (detail), 2015, Cat. No.4 •  above Rolo in the studio 
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above Cinder (detail), 2014, Cat. No.14  •  page 1 Me on the scree, Garbh Eilean, July 2015  •  facing title page Crisis (detail), 2014, Cat. No.16
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blast off, 2016, cat no.2


